PRELIMINARY HISTORIC DISTRICT STUDY COMMITTEE REPORT
FIRST NATIONAL BANK/NATIONAL BANK OF DETROIT
LOCAL HISTORIC DISTRICT
339 SOUTH MAIN STREET - 336 WALNUT BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN
CHARGE OF THE HISTORIC DISTRICTS STUDY COMMITTEE
In April 2012, the Rochester City Council approved the request by the Rochester Historical
Commission to establish a Historic District Study Committee. The Historic Districts Study
Committee was appointed by Rochester City Council on September 24, 2012. On November 10,
2014, the Rochester City Council adopted Rochester Code of Ordinances, Chapter 27, Historic
Preservation. This ordinance requires that a study committee be appointed prior to the
establishment of a historic district, and shall include a majority of persons who have a clearly
demonstrated interest in, or knowledge of, historic preservation. The study committee is charged
with carrying out an inventory, research, and preparation of a preliminary historic district study
committee report for a proposed historic district following the selection criteria for evaluation
issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior for inclusion of resources in the National
Register of Historic Places, as set forth in 36 CFR part 60, and criteria established or approved
by the Michigan State Historic Preservation Office. Study committee members serve three year
terms. A list of current committee members follows.
STUDY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Eric Bothwell, a retired General Motors graphic designer, has a history of community
involvement, including serving on the Greater Rochester Heritage Days Board, the City
Beautiful Commission, the Historical Commission and the Historic District Study Committee.
As a skilled designer and photographer, he has documented historic resources for the Study
Committee Reports and Main Street Makeover.
Gail Bothwell has lived in Rochester since 1944. She has a strong interest in historic preservation
and is an active member of the Rochester Historical Commission and the liaison to the Michigan
Historic Preservation Network. She was appointed to the Rochester Historic District Study
Committee in 2012 and has attended numerous historic related conferences and workshops.
Tricia DeMarco is a recent resident and wants to help contribute to preserving the heritage and
sense of place and community of Rochester. She is a professional planner, engineer, and LEED
accredited certified planner. She has a Master of Urban Design and Planning and a Master of
Civil Engineering. She was appointed to the Rochester Historic District Study Committee in June
2015.
John Dziurman, AIA, NCARB a registered architect with a practice focused on historic
preservation, and meets the qualification for historic architect. He is a member of the Rochester
Historical Commission, liaison to the Planning Commission and chair of the Study Committee.
Previously, he was a member of the Rochester Hills Historic District Commission for 24 years
and it’s Study Committee for 11 years.
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Paul Haig, a jeweler/art dealer is the owner of two historic properties in Rochester, an 1880
residence and an 1898 commercial building in downtown Rochester. Paul is very active in the
community and is a member of the Downtown Development Authority Board and numerous
service organizations. He has been a member and vice-chair of the Historic District Study
Committee since 2013.
Gail Kemler has lived in Rochester since the 1920s and remains active in the community. She
was a member of the Rochester Board of Education, president of the Rochester Avon Historical
Society, a member of the Historical Commission and has been actively involved in creating
historic districts in Rochester since 1977. She has been a member of the Historic District Study
Committee since 2012.
Michael Paradise is a 40 year resident of Rochester, served on three Historic District Study
Committees since 1977 and was a charter member of the Rochester Downtown Development
Authority in 1982. He is dedicated to preserving the historic legacy and charm that originally
drew him to Rochester. Michael is an Artist, Designer, Technology Coordinator & Media Lab
Manager for 20 years at Cranbrook Academy of Art.
Elaine H. Robinson and Scott Slagor, architectural historians with Commonwealth Cultural
Resources Group, Inc., assisted the study committee in its work.
INVENTORY
A photographic inventory of the proposed district was conducted in 2015 as part of the
Rochester Historic Districts Survey. The photographer for the First National Bank/National Bank
of Detroit was Eric Bothwell, Rochester Historic District Study Committee. Copies of the
photographs and resulting historic district reports are located at the Rochester City Hall, the
Rochester Hills Museum, and the State Historic Preservation Office.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTRICT
The First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit Historic District includes the 1925 bank
building and a 1962 drive-in banking facility. The 1925 bank is a prominent Neoclassical-style
commercial building located on the southwest corner of South Main and West Fourth Street in
the commercial core of downtown Rochester, Michigan (Figures 1 and 2)1. The building setting
includes sidewalks adjacent to its façade and north elevation, an alley adjacent to the west
elevation, and an abutting building on the south. Between the façade and the street are small
municipal gardens.
West of the alley, within the historic district, is a non-contributing asphalt surface parking lot,
encircled by a modern metal guardrail on its north, east, and south sides. An open driveway at
the lot’s southeast corner provides access to the drive-in banking facility area. North of the drive1

The map in Figure 2 utilizes City of Rochester GIS mapping for the legal parcels overlaid on an aerial
photograph. The distortion seen is a result of the angle of the aerial photography. In reality, the building at the
footprint is within the defined boundary.
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in bank near the center of the parking lot is a modern structure that shelters a freestanding,
modern ATM.
The drive-in facility is located near the south end of the parking lot and southwest of the 1925
bank building. The building is completely surrounded by asphalt paving, except for a median
between the sidewalk and street. Patrons enter the property driving east from Walnut Boulevard
along the road south of the building, then turn north at its east end. From this point, they can
either circle the building by turning west to access the teller windows or continue north to the
ATM and parking lot.
The 1925 two-story bank structure is reinforced concrete with a blonde brick veneer and a
limestone watertable that is consistent throughout each of the building’s components. The bank
building has a flat roof with a parapet on each of its elevations. The building is divided into three
distinct components, forming an L footprint (Figure 3). Each section once served a different
function; today, the entire building is occupied by a single bank entity. The most prominent
section of the building was the original bank, which formed the northwest corner of the complex.
The other two building components include commercial and office space south of the bank, and
commercial and apartment spaces on the west section.
The original bank building has a taller parapet than the other building components (Figure 4).
The parapet is trimmed with soldier course brick at its bottom and a limestone cap. The parapet
rises in the middle of the façade (east) elevation and is ornamented by flanking decorative scrolls
at the capstone of the lower parapet wall. A geometric stone panel is positioned at the center of
the parapet. Below the parapet, a cornice with dentilation and an entablature wrap the façade and
north elevation. The entablature is adorned by a carved design featuring a shield flanked by
foliated scrolls. The bank façade is framed by brick pilasters with Doric capitals. Between the
pilasters, the bank wall is recessed and contains all of the façade's fenestration. Two Corinthian
engaged columns set in the recessed area divide the façade into three fenestration bays. The
primary entrance, placed in the center bay between the columns, consists of paired glazed doors,
above which is a modern sign for the current bank. The second story of the center bay has two
lights below a narrow transom window in a fixed metal frame. The stone spandrel between the
second-story window and first-story sign contains another decorative carving of a large, shieldlike shape (cartouche) flanked by foliated scrolls. The outer two fenestration bays are identical,
with tall, one-over-one, fixed windows on the first story and smaller one-over-one windows on
the second. All windows have upper lights that are narrower than the lower lights and are heavily
tinted.
The north elevation of the original bank is divided into nine fenestration bays by simple brick
pilasters with Doric capitals (Figure 5). The spandrels between the first- and second-story
windows have basketweave patterned brickwork. Nearly all the fenestration bays are identical,
with paired, fixed, tinted windows featuring a transom above on both the first and second stories;
the first-story windows are larger than the second. Fenestration in the westernmost two bays
varies from the remaining seven bays. The inner of the two western bays has a pedestrian door.
The outer bay has a vent instead of glazing in the transom.
Two objects are attached to the exterior of the bank walls. These include a flag pole, placed near
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the center of the façade parapet, and a metal, three-sided clock projecting from the northeast
corner of the building.
The southern building component historically had retail on the first story and professional offices
on the second. Like the corner bank component, the walls are sheathed in blonde brick,
punctuated by limestone elements, and wrapped in a limestone watertable at the base. The façade
roof has a shallow parapet that rises in the center to make room for a large, Classical motif on the
second story (see Figure 4). The carving consists of a large cartouche flanked by draped leaf
bundles (festoons). The carving interrupts a narrow limestone panel that spans the façade, which
terminates with square, ornamented carved rosettes.
The primary entrance to the south building component, which also boasts the use of blonde brick
and limestone that is utilized on the main bank building, is a glazed pedestrian door at the north
corner façade. The door is capped by a stone spandrel panel with brass lettering that reads
“OFFICES.” Above the sign is a square, multi-light, prism glass window. South of the door are
two tall windows with transoms of fixed, tinted glass. The façade’s second-story fenestration
includes four tinted glass windows, all resting on the same limestone sill. The outer two windows
are single lights with a transom, and the inner two windows are paired lights with a single
transom. Both the first- and second-story fenestration is capped by a continuous limestone lintel
that is punctuated by rectangular limestone pieces.
The primary elevation of the west building component faces north, onto West Fourth Street
(Figure 6). Like the other two building components, the west component is sheathed in blonde
brick walls that feature decorative limestone elements, and a limestone watertable spanning the
north elevation, linking it to the rest of the building. The flat roof is pierced by several brick
chimney stacks and is surrounded by a shallow parapet that rises to a shallow peak at the center
of the north elevation. The north elevation is divided into five fenestration bays. Each bay is
further defined by decorative brickwork that consists of stretcher and header courses punctuated
by limestone pieces. The center fenestration bay has a glazed door with an arched transom on the
first story and decorative brickwork forming a diamond pattern on the second story. The outer
two bays have tinted glass storefront display windows on the first story and window
configurations on the second story that match those of the bank building’s north façade. The
display windows are metal framed with transoms above; a string of four windows occupies the
west bay and three windows on the east. The fewer windows in the east bay provide space for a
second pedestrian entrance. This consists of paired, tinted, glazed doors with a transom above.
The west elevation of the building component limits fenestration to the second story. These
tinted windows are configured as one-over-one, fixed windows with a narrower upper light.
Accessible from the rear alley, the south elevation of the west building component is unadorned
(Figure 7). The south elevation is sheathed in metal. Only the second story is visible, which faces
a neighboring commercial building. The remaining rear walls of the building form the Lfootprint. These wall surfaces have painted brick surfaces. The only windows are on the second
story and are located in segmentally arched openings; however, they continue using tinted, fixed
lights in two configurations: either a single light with transom or paired lights with transom.
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A non-contributing, modern, covered walkway is built within the L created by the rear of the
buildings (see Figure 7). The walkway has a concrete base with posts that support a roof structure
sheathed in metal panels. The roof structure is comprised of a series of open, metal beams
capped by an arched skylight along the full length of the walkway. At the west end of the
walkway is a raised fanlight at the end of the skylight, and a metal frame supporting a sign for
the current bank. A pedestrian door on the west building’s south elevation is located under the
walkway, providing a second entrance into the main bank building.
The drive-in banking facility is a mid-century modern building with a rectilinear footprint that is
oriented perpendicular to Walnut Boulevard. The building plan is created by the placement of
two long, rectilinear sections end-to-end, with the west structure slightly off-set to the north of
the east section. The one-story, mottled brown and gold brick building has a nearly flat shed roof
that is cantilevered over the north-facing façade (Figure 8). Supporting the cantilevered roof are
exposed rafters that extend from a tile-sheathed fascia. Like the brick walls, the tile is
predominately brown with lighter beige and tan tiles sprinkled throughout. The brick walls are
divided by metal, structural posts that align with the rafters and assist in defining the buildings
bays (Figure 9).
The façade of the drive-in building has seven fenestration bays, each defined by a vertical metal
post that aligns with the roof rafters (see Figure 8). Four of the fenestration bays are comprised
of the drive-in windows, which alternate with large, decorative panels of colored glass (Figure
10). The decorative panels are framed with metal mullions and are divided into three vertical
sections, including two narrow outer sections and a wide center panel. Further division of the
panel results in five horizontal lights created by muntins. Within each panel is a stepped
geometric pattern comprised of predominately white glass punctuated with blue and transparent
glass.
The banking windows are each placed within a metal structure that consists of a wide sill with a
drawer and speakers, and a flat, over-hanging roof (see Figure 10). A clear glass transom
window extends the width of the drive-in stations between the window units and roof. The
windows themselves have a fixed hopper configuration, angling outward from its sill, within the
metal bay. Black metal sheathing fills the triangular side panels of each bay. Lighting units are
placed on the east side of the canopy of each teller window, consisting of neon lights in a metal
box that indicate if the window is “OPEN.” Tile, which is also used on the fascia of the building,
surrounds the projecting teller windows.
In contrast to the façade, the south elevation fenestration is very limited. Included are a narrow
window, with a similar glass pattern to the larger panels of the façade, which is centered on the
west section of the elevation. Additionally, there are two pedestrian doors near the east end of the
east section of the building. The western door is solid metal; the other is glazed (see Figure 9).
Brick is used to create a screen that is centered on the east section of the building.
The east and west elevations are narrow and have simple fenestration. This includes a glazed
pedestrian door facing Walnut Boulevard on the west elevation, and a narrow, colored glass
window on the east elevation (see Figures 9; Figure 11).
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COUNT OF HISTORIC AND NON-HISTORIC RESOURCES
The proposed First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit Historic District contains two
historic buildings (contributing) and two non-historic (non-contributing) resources, including a
surface parking lot and modern ATM.
BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
The proposed First National Historic District consists of the following legal parcels:
T3N, R11E, SEC 15 ORIGINAL PLAT LOT 46, ALSO STRIP OF LAND OFF N SIDE LOT
45, BEING 1 FT ON W LOT LINE & 0.55 FT ON E LOT LINE.
and
T3N, R11E, SEC 15 ORIGINAL PLAT W 100 FT OF LOT 61, ALL OF LOTS 62 & 63, ALSO
N 20 FT OF LOT 64.
BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION
The proposed historic district contains the original property boundary and building footprint for
the First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit, as well as the associated parking lot and midcentury drive-in banking facility. Neither of the contributing buildings has been substantially
altered and both are present on their original sites.
HISTORY OF THE DISTRICT
The First National Bank was founded in 1908 as the Rochester National Bank, and was
originally housed in the Opera House Block at 340 South Main Street (Avery ca.1925:249;
Larsen 2011:33). The bank was organized by prominent Rochester citizens and southeast
Michigan businessmen, Charles Chapman, Charles Upton, J. C. Day, John Norton, D. M. Ferry,
and Mr. McCotter (Jackson 1969:103). By 1924, the board of directors determined that the bank
needed a larger space and purchased the property across the street at 339 South Main, where they
planned to demolish the building on site at that time and erect a new banking facility (Rochester
Clarion [RC] 1924:1). Even before architects and builders were selected, the bank directors had
a clear vision for what would be a “rare beauty” of a building, which would be fully realized in
just one year (RC 1924:1). For a cost of $150,000, the contract for demolition of the old building,
as well as design and construction of the new building, was awarded to the Bond-Hubbard
Company of Chicago (Rochester Era [RE] 1924:5). Building materials for the new Neoclassicalstyle building were supplied locally from Dillman and Upton, including brick, hollow tile,
cement, plaster, and lumber (Larsen 2011:32).
The new bank building opened on February 14, 1925 (Larsen 2011:32). The Neoclassical
building included the bank in its corner unit at 341 South Main, a retail space next door at 337
South Main, and office, retail, and apartment space in the building at 109-113 West Fourth Street
(Larsen 2011:31). A 1949 appraisal of the building describes it as having “the banking quarters
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and four stores on the first floor and five office suites and eight apartment units on the second
floor” (Levinson and Lehman 1949).
The First National Bank met hard times in the Great Depression. During the National Bank
Holiday of 1933, it was liquidated and reorganized over a period of six months, reopening as the
Rochester National Bank in December 1933 (RE 1933a:1, 1933b:1; Larsen 2008:40). The bank
re-opened, thanks to the leadership of Milton H. Haselswerdt. Rochester citizens showed their
support for the reorganization by opening more than 400 new accounts, earning Haselswerdt
commendation for having restructured the bank successfully (Larsen 2011:32). Following the
reorganization of the bank, Haselswerdt continued to work there, and Henry Wood Axford
served as president from 1933 up through the bank’s next transition in the 1950s (Remembering
Rochester [RR] 2013a; Lewis Historical 1955:642). In May 1955, Rochester National Bank
merged with National Bank of Detroit (NBD) (Larsen 2011:32).
In 1962, NBD began construction on a drive-in banking facility as an added convenience for its
patrons. The drive-in building was constructed on a lot on Walnut Street and is extant today. The
drive-in was designed by architect Clarence E. Noetzel and built by P. H. Williams & Son. The
facility was not limited to the above-ground structure, and a 200-foot tunnel was built between
the bank building and the drive-in building. The tunnel served as a passage for bank employees
to move easily between the two buildings without having to go outside (RR 2012). The bank
likely saw this as a way to secure the monies and documents traveling between the two
buildings.
The bank operated under the NBD name until 1995, when it was changed to NBD Bank
following its merger with First National Bank of Chicago (Larsen 2011:32). The bank changed
names two more times as a result of mergers, becoming J. P. Morgan Chase in 2011 (Larsen
2011:32).
The bank occupies the entire building complex today; however, for much of its history, the retail
and office space in the building had several tenants. The earliest traceable tenant for the retail
space at 337 South Main was the Haddrill-Carpenter Company, which sold men’s clothing
(Rochester Area Historical Society [RAHS] 2015a:7; Polk 1927:1247). The company was
managed by Fred B. Carpenter, who went into the clothing business with his son, Hilburn
Carpenter, in 1924 (Jackson 1969:103). By 1934, Haddrill had been dropped from the business
name, indicating that ownership was likely taken over by the Carpenters exclusively (RAHS
2015b:7). In 1946, the Carpenters expanded their store to include the Lucille Shoppe, owned by
Fred’s daughter, Lucille Warren (RR 2014). The Carpenters’ store stayed in this location until ca.
1950, when it moved to the Masonic Block (RR 2014; Levinson and Lehman 1949). The Lucille
Shoppe followed, moving out of the bank building in 1952 (RR 2014).
The second story of the building at 337 South Main Street housed professional offices.
Directories from 1929 through 1948 list numerous doctors, dentists, lawyers, and professionals.
(RAHS 2015a,b,c). The most consistent names included: Glenn Brooks, DDS (1929-1948);
Luther C. Green, lawyer (1929-1948); and Ormond D. Geib, MD (1934-1948).
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The rear wing of the building held a diverse variety of businesses, offices, and apartments.
Shortly after the building opened, a public laundry facility, a Western Union office, and a paint
supplier were located at 109 West Fourth. A retail space was at 111 West Fourth. At 113 West
Fourth, a Whippet (automobile) salesman had an office, with a “Milk Depot” in the rear of the
building (Sanborn Map 1926:4; RAHS 2015a:4). In August 1940, the Buzzell Dress Shop
opened at 113 West Fourth (RR 2013b). The business was owned by Neil J. Buzzell and
remained at this location until 1960 (RR 2013b). By 1948, the storefront at 109 West Fourth
housed Western Union and the offices of Doctors Eve M. Schlecte and Carl I. Schlecte (RAHS
2015). The couple practiced in Rochester until 1964 (Blitz Krieg 2015).
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DISTRICT
The First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit Historic District is significant under National
Register Criterion A, for its association with a pattern of historical events, and under Criterion C,
for its embodiment of the distinctive characteristics of a type of architecture. The areas of
significance are architecture, commerce, and economics. The district’s period of significance is
from 1925, when the main bank building was constructed, to 1965, since the bank has continued
in its historic function within the last fifty years.
The National Register Criteria
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
Criterion A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history.
The First National Bank and its successors have, as an institution, served the financial needs of
the people of Rochester and surrounding communities for over a century. Although the
institution’s name has changed many times, its function and impact on the community has
remained the same. The bank has been located on Rochester’s main street since its inception in
1908, and has been located in this building since its construction in 1925. As a prominent
financial institution in the downtown, the First National Bank contributed to the economic
growth and commerce of Rochester by providing a secure place for patrons to house savings and
receive loans, along with other banking functions. When the bank was closed and reorganized
during the Bank Holiday of 1933, it was the only bank in the community to reopen without a loss
to its patrons, helping to secure the financial health of the community during the Great
Depression. The bank has continually operated up to the present day.
The drive-in banking facility on Walnut Boulevard demonstrates the institution’s desire to evolve
to fit its patrons. The modern building designed for a new automotive era reflect the
suburbanization of the community and a change in banking transactions within the downtown.
Criterion C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
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represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction.
The First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit main building complex embodies the
distinctive characteristics of a 1920s Neoclassical-style bank and commercial block. The
Neoclassical style was popular from ca. 1895 to 1950, particularly in public buildings and banks.
Neoclassical buildings typically feature heavy stonework and share these common elements:
symmetry, a portico with Ionic or Corinthian Columns, multi-light or one-over-one double-hung
windows, and trabeated (post and lintel) openings (Gordon 1992:99).
The style is expressed in the First National Bank building through its form and symmetry of the
fenestration on each street-facing elevation, as well as its decorative elements. Its Neoclassical
decorative elements include use of Classical features, such as the Corinthian engaged columns
and Doric pilasters, an entablature and cornice with dentilation, and decorative features such as
cartouches, foliates scrolls, and rosettes. Other decorative details are more subtle, but contribute
to the character of the building. These include patterned brickwork, limestone watertable,
continuous limestone sills and lintels, and a prism glass window. Also featured on the bank is the
ornate corner clock, which was part of its original features and services to those shopping or
walking on Main Street.
The drive-in banking facility is a good, local example of a mid-century modern building that
embodies the characteristics of the Geometric Modernism movement. The movement rose to
popularity during the post-World War II period, into the 1960s. The movement emphasized
geometry, rectilinear grids, minimally applied decoration, and new materials, such as aluminum
and plastics (Harwood et al. 2009:703-704). It is expressed in the drive-in banking facility
through the narrow profile with visible structural members that create a grid pattern on the wall
surfaces. The geometry of the space is further emphasized through the colored glass and tile
work in patterns on the walls and fascia.
The First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit historic district retains a high level of
integrity. It retains a high level of integrity based on location, design, setting, feeling, and
association. There have been some alterations to the materials of the building, although these
have predominately been limited to fenestration features, including the windows and doors of the
main building, and one of the doors on the drive-in building. The non-contributing modern
walkway, ATM, and parking lots are distinctly different from the historic materials and therefore
do not diminish the district’s historic integrity. Overall, the bank retains a high level of historic
integrity and clearly conveys its historic associations with banking and commerce in Rochester
and the architectural styles appropriate for banking during their period of construction.
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View to the Southwest

Figure 6. First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit, West Building
Component, North and West Elevations, View to the Southeast

Figure 7. First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit, South and West
Elevations, and Non-Contributing Walkway, View to the
Northeast

Figure 8. First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit, Drive-In Bank
Facility, Façade and East Elevation, View to the Southwest

Figure 9. First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit Drive-In Bank
Facility, South Elevation, View to the North

Figure 10. First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit Drive-In Bank
Facility, Façade Fenestration Detail, View to the Southwest

Figure 11. First National Bank/National Bank of Detroit Drive-In Bank
Facility, East Elevation, View to the West

